We demonstrate that theoretical predictions using current resummation techniques for the lepton pair production (LPP) rapidity and x F distributions can be inconsistent with data in high rapidity and x F kinematic regions by observing their effect in global fits of parton distribution functions (PDFs). We present an enhanced resummation technique for the LPP rapidity and x F distributions that agrees with LPP data. The enhanced resummation method is used in conjunction with threshold resummation in deep inelastic scattering (DIS) to perform two global fits of PDFs using the minimal and Borel prescriptions. The results are analyzed to determine the effect of threshold resummation on global fits of PDFs.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is known that the logarithms associated with the threshold kinematic region can be large enough to potentially spoil a perturbative series. A technique to resum these large logarithms to all orders in perturbation theory, known as threshold resummation, was developed some time ago [1, 2] . Threshold resummation can be used to improve the accuracy of calculations that require a high degree of precision and has become an important tool in QCD [3] .
The effects of threshold resummation have been studied extensively in processes such as deep inelastic scattering (DIS) and lepton pair production (LPP) [1, 2, [4] [5] [6] . Theoretical predictions of such processes with hadrons in the initial state require a knowledge of the parton content of the hadrons, which is described using parton distribution functions (PDFs).
Recent global fits of PDFs include DIS data at high parton energy fraction x and low squared transfer momentum Q 2 in order to provide strong constraints on the large x PDFs [7] [8] [9] , which is where threshold resummation is known to be relevant [10] .
The large x PDFs are important to the calculation of observables describing some processes in proton-proton collisions, as might be seen at the LHC. An inclusive cross section for a process at center of mass energy √ s that produces a final state of mass M and rapidity Y depends on PDFs evaluated at M/ √ s exp(±Y ), which corresponds to both high and low momentum fractions for a massive state at forward rapidities. Threshold resummation is most likely to constrain the PDFs at high momentum fractions, and so affect such an observable through both the PDFs and the partonic cross section. It is therefore prudent to study the effects of including threshold resummation in determinations of PDFs.
Several studies of resummation and its effects on the determinations of PDFs have been performed. One such study sought to estimate the effects that resummation in DIS would have on the valence quark PDFs [10] . Another study used resummation in a PDF fit of DIS data to gauge the effects of threshold resummation on PDFs at large x [23] . It was demonstrated in another study that pion PDFs determined using threshold resummation increased the accuracy of theoretical predictions over fixed order calculations [11] . Recently, the NNPDF collaboration released a PDF set that included threshold resummation for both DIS and LPP in its determination [12] .
This study begins in Sec. II with a summary of the theory behind threshold resummation.
The size and shape of threshold resummation corrections in DIS and LPP using current methods are reviewed in Sec. III, followed by a description of the results of several PDF fits with resummation included in Sec. IV. An analysis of these results leads into a presentation of an enhanced approach to the calculation of the resummation exponent for the LPP rapidity and x F distributions in Sec. V. After a study of the effect of using this enhanced resummation formalism in fitting PDFs, concluding remarks are made in Sec. VI.
II. THRESHOLD RESUMMATION
In hadronic processes such as DIS and LPP, an arbitrarily large number of gluons may be emitted from the quarks and gluons taking part in the leading order (LO) reaction. These gluons can have negligibly small energies, resulting in a scattering that appears very similar kinematically to the LO process. A process with such a configuration of gluon energies is said to be in the threshold region.
It is well known that when the kinematics of a hadronic process is constrained it results in logarithms that become large at threshold. It is possible for these threshold logarithms to cause terms in the perturbative series to be as large as terms of a lower order; in such a situation, truncating the perturbative series at a fixed order can no longer be considered an accurate approximation of the full series. Threshold resummation is used to account for this by calculating the contributions of the threshold logarithms to all orders in perturbation theory.
The resummation calculation is usually performed in Mellin space via a Mellin transform of the observable. As an example, the Mellin transform of the DIS observable F 2 with respect to the Bjorken scaling variable x and its inverse Mellin transform are given bỹ
respectively. Scale dependence has been suppressed in Eq. (1) for simplicity, and will be suppressed throughout this study unless necessary.
The Mellin transform is a useful tool because the phase space of the soft gluons is a convolution integral in momentum space; a Mellin transform with respect to certain kinematic variables converts such a convolution integral into a simple product; the contribution of the soft gluons is therefore factorized in Mellin space (see, e.g., Ref. [13] ). A Mellin transform with respect to the Bjorken scaling variable x factorizes soft gluon phase space of the structure functions in DIS, while the ratio τ = Q 2 /s with lepton pair mass Q and center of mass energy squared s is used in the rapidity-integrated LPP differential cross section. There are methods that perform resummation directly in momentum space using soft collinear effective theory [14] [15] [16] , but we will not address these in this study.
In Mellin space, the contribution of the threshold logarithms to all orders in perturbation theory is known to be an exponential. In DIS and the LPP rapidity-integrated mass distribution, the resummed partonic cross section takes the general form [1, 2]
where N is the Mellin moment, C LO (N, α S ) is the LO term in Mellin space, g 0 (α S ) is a perturbative series that collects threshold-enhanced terms independent of N, and G(N, α S )
contains the threshold logarithms. The calculation of the functions g 0 (α S ) and G(N, α S ) can be found in, for example, Refs. [1, 2, 17] .
The accuracy of the resummed calculation depends on the power of the threshold logarithms included in G(N, α S ) relative to the strong coupling: for instance, at next-to-leading logarithmic accuracy (NLL), all logarithms of order α i S ln 2j N with i − 1 ≤ j ≤ i must be included in G(N, α S ). Even if a high logarithmic accuracy is used in the resummation calculation, the resummation exponent itself only includes threshold-enhanced terms. Therefore, exclusively using resummation to calculate an observable loses information about kinematic regions away from threshold.
Adding a fixed order result to the resummed calculation retains the information that is not enhanced at threshold. However, the threshold terms are double-counted during this addition since they are present in both the fixed order calculation and resummation exponent. The double-counted or "matching" terms can be calculated via a series expansion of Eq. (2) around α S = 0. For each order in the perturbative series that is included in the calculation, the equivalent order from the matching terms should be removed by subtracting them from the resummation exponent. We will be working at NLL accuracy matched to NLO in this study, abbreviated NLO+NLL.
In order to obtain meaningful results from the resummation formula, the calculation must be inverted back to momentum space through an inverse Mellin transform, as in Eq. (1).
However, during the calculation of G(N, α S ) the running coupling is integrated below the Landau pole [18] . As a consequence, the Landau pole appears in the resummation formula at N L = exp (1/(2b 0 α S )) for LPP and at N 2 L for DIS, where
and n f is the number of active quark flavors. Naively taking an inverse Mellin transform of the resummation formula would therefore include information from the Landau pole.
However, these are spurious effects and a prescription must be adopted in order to properly exclude them from the resummation calculation [18] . Many such prescriptions have been developed, but we use the minimal prescription (MP) [18] and the Borel prescription (BP) [19, 20] in this study. We use the form of the BP given by equation (3.29) in Ref. [21] .
The minimal and Borel prescriptions differ in "subleading" terms, which are terms that do not increase as rapidly as the threshold logarithms of the desired logarithmic accuracy. The difference between these prescriptions can therefore be interpreted as one estimate of the theoretical uncertainty associated with the resummation formalism [21] .
III. RESUMMATION IN DIS AND LPP
There have been many studies on resummation in DIS [10, 20, 22, 23] . Since the effects of DIS resummation are well understood, we will not go into great detail when examining their phenomenological implications. It has been shown that the effects of resummation in DIS are modest except at high x and moderate Q 2 [10] , as demonstrated by Fig. 1 where the resummation corrections to the structure function F 2 in electron-proton DIS are a 20%
increase over NLO at
at high x, with u v being the valence up quark PDF and d v being the valence down quark PDF, this effect will serve to decrease the up and down quark PDFs at high x. The effect of including DIS resummation on PDFs has already been estimated to be mild outside this kinematic region [10] .
Resummation in the LPP rapidity distribution is a more recent development because the hadronic rapidity complicates the factorization of soft gluon phase space [5, 6] . Unlike in DIS, where a single Mellin transform enables one to organize the threshold logarithms into an exponential, two integral transforms are required to do the same for the rapidity distribution. In methods currently employed in phenomenological studies, a Fourier transform with respect to rapidity is used in addition to the Mellin transform with respect to τ .
Performing a "Mellin-Fourier" transform and then organizing the threshold logarithms into an exponential can be difficult, but it was shown that by ignoring some subleading terms one can use the familiar rapidity-integrated resummation exponent [6] :
where M is the Fourier moment and C Res (τ , α S ) is the resummation formula for rapidityintegrated LPP in momentum space. The variable of integrationτ = τ /(x 1 x 2 ) is the parton level analogue of the ratio τ , with x 1 and x 2 being the momentum fractions of partons from the two hadrons involved in the reaction.
The cosine term in Eq. (4) is a source of ambiguity in the resummation calculation [6] .
thereby resulting in two terms in the resummation formula with shifted Mellin moments.
Alternatively, one can recognize that
terms are subleading [6] . The method that uses Eq. (5) will be referred to as the "cosine" method while the method that uses Eq. (6) will be called the "expansion" method.
However, some LPP data sets do not measure data that is differential with respect to rapidity, but instead differential with respect to x F = 2p L / √ s, where p L is the longitudinal momentum of the lepton pair. Using LO kinematics, the rapidity can be related to x F using
Since threshold occurs in the same kinematic region as the LO term, Eq. (4) is also valid for the x F distribution using Eq. (7), though there is an additional overall factor of (x 2 F + 4τ )
associated with its LO term. The effects of the various resummation formulae for the x F distribution can be seen in Fig. 2 . The resummation corrections are relatively moderate at low x F , but at high x F they are very large: The resummation calculation is five times larger than NLO using the cosine method and three times larger using the expansion method at
IV. PDF FITS USING RESUMMATION: COSINE AND EXPANSION METHODS
Using the methods outlined in Sec. II and Sec. III, it is possible to perform global fits of PDFs that include threshold resummation in both DIS and LPP. Here we report on four different fits that were performed in order to account for the ambiguity present in the choice of resummation prescription (MP or BP) and the method used to calculate resummation corrections for the LPP x F distribution (cosine or expansion). These fits constrain the PDFs utilizing a collection of data that is similar to that of the CJ12 PDF sets [9] : the DIS [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] , jet production [31] [32] [33] [34] , and photon plus jet production data sets [35] are the same, but only the E866 proton-proton and proton-deuterium sets [36] [37] [38] are used for LPP. The same cuts that are used in the CJ12 PDF sets are used here, with Q 2 ≥ 1.69 GeV 2 and W 2 ≥ 3 GeV 2 .
In order to account for the nonperturbative effects that appear in DIS at lower Q 2 and W 2 , the higher twist corrections, target mass corrections, and nuclear effects used in the CJ12min set are adopted. The PDF parameterization and choice of fit parameters that are allowed to vary, including the normalization parameters for each data set, are also patterned after the CJ12min set.
In addition to the standard CJ12 cuts, additional cuts are applied to some of the data sets. A cut of x ≥ 10 −3 is applied to all DIS data, as resummation calculations below that region can become numerically unstable. Additionally, it was noted in Ref. [39] that the E866 data at low values of Q 2 and high x F were not well described with an NNLO calculation using PDFs that were fit to DIS data. It was assumed in that study that this discrepancy Note that the NLO+NLL calculation was shifted by the normalization parameter from the fit, which resulted in an approximately 30% reduction. The high χ 2 is demonstrated by the fact that the resummed curve lies well above the data points at highest x F , some of which have relatively small uncertainties.
arises from underestimated systematic uncertainties. Since threshold resummation includes the large threshold contributions from all orders, including NNLO, this trend can appear in these fits as well. Therefore, a cut Q 2 > 32.5 GeV 2 is applied to the E866 data sets in order to exclude the affected data.
The resultant χ 2 values for the LPP data sets and overall χ 2 values from each of the fits are summarized in Table I . The results of these fits exhibit a noticable trend: The LPP data is not described by the resultant PDFs for any of the fits, with χ 2 per degree of freedom being well above expected levels. Additionally, the increase in χ 2 of the Total + Norm row of Table I demonstrates that the fitted normalization parameters of the data sets do not line up with the published normalizations. To demonstrate why the χ 2 is so large, Fig. 3 shows E866 proton-proton data normalized to the NLO+NLL prediction using the PDFs fit with the MP and cosine method. At low x F the resummation calculation is largely consistent with data. However, much of the data at high x F , which have relatively small errors, are well below the NLO+NLL calculation, despite the PDFs having been fit to this data. The region of high x F is where LPP resummation corrections are largest, suggesting that the cosine and expansion methods lose accuracy at high x F and increase too rapidly. In the recent NNPDF set that was fit using resummation, similar issues were noted: the high rapidity region was found to be problematic and therefore excluded from the fit [12] .
V. ENHANCED RESUMMATION
Since both the cosine and expansion methods, independent of prescription, increase too rapidly at high x F , it is necessary to reformulate the resummation techniques used in the LPP rapidity and x F distributions. We now seek to resolve these problems by finding a resummation formalism that has smaller corrections at high x F and is more consistent with data. In order to accomplish this, we consider finding the resummation exponent for the x F distribution without ignoring certain terms that result in the formulation of Eq. (4).
A. Enhanced Resummation Formalism
We suggest the following resummation formula valid up to NLL accuracy, first derived in Ref. [2] in the DIS scheme but presented here in the MS scheme:
where N 1,2 are the Mellin conjugates of x 0 1,2 = √ τ e ±Y in the rapidity distribution and
The resummation exponent of Eq. (8) is incomplete: another function, D(α S ), must also be present in the resummation formalism. D(α S ) is a process-dependent perturbative expansion similar in nature to A q that contains information from wide-angle gluon emissions [40] ;
however, since D 1 = 0 in LPP [2] its exclusion from Eq. (8) is still accurate as long as we remain at NLL accuracy. G(N 1 , N 2 , α S ) is to be used in a function similar to that of Eq. (2), given byC
The resummation method using Eq. (10) will be referred to as the "enhanced" resummation formalism in this study. The function g 0 (α S ) to be used with Eq. (10) is the same as that used in the resummation formula of the LPP mass distribution and is found in, e.g.,
Refs. [40, 41] .
Following the methodology of Ref.
[4], we have computed the integrals in the exponential of Eq. (8) to NLL and have found [42] :
where
b 0 and b 1 are the coefficients of the beta function of α S given in Eq. (3), µ F and µ R are the factorization and renormalization scales, α S ≡ α S (µ 2 R ), and the constants A 1 and A 2 are given by Eq. (9). The O(α S ) expansion of Eq. (10), used in the matching procedure to remove double-counting terms, is given by
This result also acts as a check on the enhanced resummation formula, as it reproduces the large N 1 , N 2 limit of the NLO calculation in double-Mellin space [42] .
Additionally, the enhanced resummation formalism, Eq. (10), is a general form of both the cosine and expansion methods. As should be apparent from applying Eq. (5) Therefore, through a simple comparison of Eq. (11) to the widely-known rapidity-integrated exponent it can be seen that the cosine method is equivalent to evaluating
whereC Res cosine is the cosine method's resummation formula andC Res is the resummation formula of Eq. (10) . Similarly, the expansion method is equivalent to using
Since the Landau pole is still present in the enhanced resummation exponent, a resummation prescription must be applied. However, there are some nuances to using the resummation prescriptions with the enhanced resummation formalism. One of the consequences of the resummation exponent existing in double-Mellin space is that the Landau pole no longer corresponds to a single Mellin moment. Instead, the Landau pole in double-Mellin space occurs on the curve
In the MP, the path of the inverse Mellin transform of the resummation exponent must be to the left of the Landau pole but to the right of all other poles [18] . However, the exact resummation exponent depends on two Mellin variables, and therefore two inverse Mellin transforms must be taken. The paths of these inverse Mellin transforms must be to the right of the poles in both N 1 and N 2 space, but performed in such a way that the Landau pole lies to the right of the paths.
It is apparent from Eq. (16) 
Since N 1 takes complex values during the inverse Mellin transform, the Landau pole moves from the real N 2 axis into complex N 2 space. Therefore, for a fixed N 1 the path of the inverse Mellin transform with respect to N 2 must be carefully chosen to cross the real axis to the right of all other poles in N 2 space, but deformed such that it still remains to the left of the Landau pole in complex N 2 space.
The derivation of the BP for the enhanced resummation formalism can be performed in analogue to the derivation of Ref. [21] . This is done by noting that the enhanced resummation exponent and matching terms are functions of (ln N 1 + ln N 2 ) only. Taking care to account for the two inverse Mellin transforms, we arrive at the final form [42] where the "+" notation represents the standard plus distributions:
The functionC BP in Eq. (18) is the enhanced resummation exponent and matching terms as a function of λ like in Eq. (11), C BP is the enhanced resummation exponent and matching terms in momentum space, and c is a cutoff for the Borel integral [21] .
C. Phenomenology
In Fig. 4 , we show the resummation corrections for the LPP x F distribution normalized to NLO at Q = 7.95 GeV and √ s = 38.75 GeV using the expansion method and the improved resummation formalism [42] . The corrections from improved resummation are of approximately the same size as those of the expansion method at low x F , but at high x F the improved resummation formalism increases significantly less rapidly, being less than twice the size of NLO at high x F . In addition, the difference between the MP and BP is slightly less pronounced when using the improved resummation formalism. Fig. 4 also affirms the approach used in the recent NNPDF set determined using threshold resummation. In that study, the expansion method was employed and the high x F region was excluded because it was a source of discrepancy [12] . Fig. 4 demonstrates that the expansion method is similar to the more general enhanced resummation method in the low x F region included in the fit, but deviates strongly in the high x F region.
D. Determinations of PDFs
We next present the results of two global PDF fits using the enhanced resummation formalism [42] , similar to those of Sec. IV. A brief summary of the results of these fits can be found in Table II . The χ 2 results are presented for the LPP data sets used in the fits, as well as the global χ 2 .
The quality of these two PDF fits is comparable to that of PDFs determined using NLO.
It should be noted that the normalization parameters of the LPP data sets are well above one, being around 1.2 for the proton-proton and proton-deuterium E866 data in both fits.
We have noted in an ad hoc global fit that using NNLO+NNLL reduces these normalization parameters so that they are closer to 1, implying that the higher normalization parameters are a coincidence of the resummation formalism at NLO+NLL. However, no firm conclusions can be drawn until additional data with low uncertainties in the high x F region become available from other experiments, such as E906/SeaQuest [43] . As a final point, Fig. 5 shows the shapes of the PDFs that result from these two fits PDFs to the two fitted PDF sets at Q 2 = 100 GeV 2 . Both distributions are both shown normalized to the CJ12min PDFs, which act as the reference set of PDFs.
compared to those from the CJ12min NLO PDF set. The fitted PDFs exhibit an approximately 20% reduction in the up quark distribution and 30% reduction in the down quark distribution at x ≈ 0.8. This is to be expected for the up and down quark distributions, since DIS resummation corrections are a 20% increase over NLO in this kinematic region and the DIS data included in the fit provides the strongest constraints to these distributions.
It should be noted that in the regions where data provided strong constraints, the sea quark and gluon PDFs saw a less significant change of 10% [42] .
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a discussion of the effect of threshold resummation in the determination of parton distribution functions. In the course of this study, the currently available methods for threshold resummation in the LPP rapidity and x F distributions were demonstrated to disagree with LPP data at high x F due to the rapidly increasing size of the resummation corrections. In response to this, an existing resummation formalism was employed that does not make the same approximations as the current formalism and is consistent with LPP data over all x F . Methods for using this formalism in the minimal and Borel prescriptions were derived and used in two global fits to demonstrate resummation effects on PDFs.
The results of this study lead to several conclusions. It can be inferred that the current methods of performing threshold resummation for the LPP rapidity and x F distributions are accurate approximations at low x F or rapidity, but lose validity at higher values of x F and rapidity due to the presence of a rapid increase in size that is incompatible with data.
The enhanced resummation formalism was shown to be consistent with data in the high x F region, and in order to avoid overestimating the size of the resummation corrections should therefore should be used instead of the cosine or expansion methods at high rapidities or x F .
Additionally, comparisons were drawn to the NNPDF resummed fit, and the methods used in that study were validated; however, those methods exclude important information from the high rapidity or x F region. Finally, a determination of the PDFs that includes threshold resummation has a visible effect on the size and shape of the resultant PDFs, with the up and down quark distributions seeing an approximately 20% and 30% reduction at high x, respectively.
